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Example VIPERS
questions
Infer – Why does Albert’s
father send him on a
job?
Retrieve – What bet has
Albert’s father made?
Summarise – Summarise
the reasons for selling
Joey
Vocabulary – What word
is used to replace
‘attention’ on page 7?
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Relationships

Relationships

The story explores the deep and
lasting relationships between a
horse and his rider. Joey and
Albert form an emotional bond
from the very beginning, and each
demonstrates his commitment,
loyalty and love to the other.
Michael Morpurgo also explores
similar relationships between the
artillery horses and soldiers of both sides through
Joey’s description of them.
The Futility of War
When war is announced, the hopelessness of war is
discussed when the villagers talk about the loss of
young men on the front line. During his time in
France, Joey sees soldiers on both sides and believes
there is not much difference between them and that
they do not really understand why they are fighting.
This is shown in the story when both sides work
together to free Joey from the barbed wire, and
then go back to fighting – they are not true enemies
but fight because of their situation.
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Other books by Michael
Morpurgo: Kensuke’s Kingdom; Alone
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A children’s Author and Children’s
laureate from 2003-2005.
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We will also be looking at war-poetry and diary entries to
support our reading.
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